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Discover JamaicaHike up to cool down in cascading Dunn's River FallsDance on the sand at

beachside bars in Negril, where coconut groves meet azure watersPay tribute at Bob Marley's

former house and studioSavor tangy jerk chicken and world-class Blue Mountain coffeeIn This

Guide:Our biggest Jamaica guide to date, with chapters on events, activities and Jamaican

musicEnhanced color highlights and expanded planning tipsContent updated daily - visit

lonelyplanet.com
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I purchased this guide rather than the newer one based on others' reviews suggesting this guide is

more comprehensive. The problem is that it was written in 2007 so not only the are prices outdated

but several places like restaurants have closed.That said, this was still a useful book. I found the

maps to be better than any other I'd found, since we were renting a car and driving ourselves. The

organization into sections of Jamaica was also extremely useful for us, so we could quickly mark

and turn to the section about the area we were visiting.Bottom line....even though it's old, I'd still

recommend this guide. If you're on your own and not in an all-inclusive resort, it will be a helpful

guide.

I recently took a course in college called "Geography of the Pacific". This course required us to buy

a guide book of the Pacific that was from Lonely Planet. I enjoyed the way the book was set up and

it was very easy to follow! When we decided to take a trip to Jamaica next summer, it only made



sense that we would buy a guide book from The Lonely Planet. This guide book didn't disappoint! It

is very easy to follow and breaks everything down well. The condition was great!

A great reference!

This guide is always useful and packed with valuable information, but it has not been updated since

2008, and the business changes quickly in Jamaica. Some infrmation is not up to date anymore.

it was really fast, i received it on time, thanks! i will recomend to buy this product,good quality, as

good as request

Run of the mill Lonely Planet book. However, if you are doing Jamaica any other way than all

inclusive I would skip the island as a whole unless you really are looking for greener aspects of the

island. I was thoroughly disappointed in my trip to Jamaica and the book has some odd advice at

times and doesn't paint a realistic picture.

Like most Lonely Planets it is a very helpful and accurate book. It has great background info and the

maps are very accurate, unlike some guidebooks. Our criticism is that we bought the brand new

version but the accomodation, activity and transportation prices are totally outdated. Expect to pay

considerably more for pretty much everything. Also, the book has no info on supermarkets.We

would buy Lonely Planet, just not pay for the latest version.
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